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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2354070A1] In a yarn tensioner T comprising a series of rigid yarn deflecting elements 1 commonly defining a yarn path P, the yarn
deflecting elements being distributed with interspaces in-between on both opposite sides of the yarn path such that a respective yarn deflecting
element is located at one side with an offset in yarn run direction D relative to a yarn deflecting element 1 located at the opposite side, at least one
yarn deflecting element 2a, 2b being adjustable substantially perpendicularly to the yarn path in order to vary the tensioning effect in an operative
condition of the yarn tensioner, the yarn path P is lined between the yarn deflecting elements 1, 2 by at least one thin walled flexible spring leaf 8a,
8b per side of the yarn path P, the spring leaves being biased towards each other by the deflecting elements, such that one respective spring leaf
8a, 8b is supported at one location of the yarn path P at a deflecting element while the other respective and parallelly arranged spring leaf is free
at the same location of yield perpendicularly to the yarn run direction D away from the one spring leaf, the spring leaf 8a, 8b being markedly longer
in yarn run direction D than the distance occupied by the series of yarn deflecting elements 1, 2 with the longitudinal free end of the spring leaves
being distant in yarn run direction from the respective first yarn deflecting element.
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